2019 CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
DISTINGUISHED GRADUATES SOCIETY

Gallogly College of Engineering
University of Oklahoma

The University of Oklahoma Gallogly College of Engineering and its Board of Visitors initiated the Distinguished Graduates Society in 1990 to recognize and honor distinguished alumni for their professional accomplishments, public service and contributions to education and the college.

Each year, the new members are formally announced and introduced at the spring College of Engineering Convocation ceremony.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION

Selection is based on the following:

- Prominent and distinguished professional or technical contribution
- Distinguished public service
- Outstanding contribution and support to education
- Honors of election in organizations
- Other significant achievements

To be considered for the 2019 award, nominations must be received by January 25, 2019.

Please send to:

Gallogly College of Engineering
University of Oklahoma
202 West Boyd, CEC 107
Norman, OK 73019-0631
ATTN: Tricia Tramel
FAX: (405) 325-7508

Please make sure your nomination is complete. Please include supporting details that show your nominee’s qualifications for consideration in as many of the selection criteria as possible. The following items should be included, if at all possible:

- Identification of noteworthy accomplishments, awards and honors
- Letters of recommendation and endorsement
- A resume or current personal bio of the nominee
NOMINATION FORM
For election to the
DISTINGUISHED GRADUATES SOCIETY
of the Gallogly College of Engineering, University of Oklahoma

This three-page form will be the primary source of information used in the selection process. It must be typewritten. The candidate must be a graduate of the GCoE to be elected as a full member. Honorary Members are those outstanding individuals who are graduates from other colleges but have made significant contributions to engineering education and/or the practice of engineering.

1. Candidate Name:

2. Candidate Address and Phone Number:

3. Primary Employment Position and Organization:

4. Education (list all earned degrees with dates, major fields, and institutions):

5. Registered Engineer (if yes, list states):

6. Specific prominent and distinguished professional and/or technical contributions:
7. **Impact of Work Cited in 6 (technical, commercial, societal, etc.):**

8. **Record of Distinguished Public Service:**

9. **Summary of Principal Positions Held During Career (listing dates and organizations):**

10. **Notable Contributions and Support to Education (including both financial support and personal involvement):**
11. Membership in Professional and/or Trade Organizations (including any offices held):

12. Professional Recognition (honors, awards, citations, and honorary degrees, with dates):

13. Other Significant Achievements:

Nominated By: (name, title, and contact address and phone number):

(This nomination can be enhanced with reference letters from others who are very familiar with the candidate’s qualifications. Newspaper articles, magazine articles or other sources of information that may add value to the nomination but are not limited to this space may also be included.)